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Abstract 
The strategic choices that communications practitioners make when supporting corporate 
executives about how to communicate with employees play a critical role in an executives’ ability 
to influence effectively. The COVID-19 pandemic further exacerbated the need for corporate 
executives to leverage digital communication tools to demonstrate authentic leadership.  Through 
in-depth interviews with eight experienced communications practitioners, this study provides new 
insights regarding effective communications strategies and tactics, as well as corporate executive 
leadership behaviors and attributes. Best practices for practitioners are discussed and compiled 
into a white paper. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review 
In March 2020, the corporate world experienced a seismic shift. Most employees with desk 
jobs around the globe walked out of their offices unsure of when they would return due to a global 
pandemic. The coronavirus changed virtually every facet of corporate America, forcing employees 
to work from home and employers to facilitate productivity in a new way (Agovino et al., 2020). 
As the economy suffered, corporate leaders were tasked with rethinking their business, “ferreting 
out waste and inefficiencies, while also rethinking all purchases and projects” (Agovino et al., 
2020, para. 7). McKinsey, a prominent consulting firm, surveyed 800 U.S.-based employees on 
their coronavirus experience. While many reported that working remotely had positive effects on 
their daily work and they feel more engaged, more than 80% of respondents said the crisis is 
materially affecting their daily work lives (Emmett et al., 2020). Now more than ever, employees 
are seeking “compassionate leadership” (Emmet et al., 2020, para. 17) from corporate leaders, 
providing the stability that dissolved in March.  
The coronavirus is just one recent example of the increasing burden placed on corporate 
leaders. The scope and influence of an executive’s role continues to grow and evolve. While a 
corporate leader traditionally wielded their power in the boardroom, some modern executives like 
the late Steve Jobs of Apple, Jeff Bezos of Amazon, and Elon Musk of Tesla and SpaceX, are 
treated like celebrities and hold the power to influence pop culture and financial markets 
(Lovelace et al., 2018). Corporate executives are responsible for setting the tone and culture of the 
organizations they lead (Fanelli & Misangyi, 2006), and the employees they lead respond 
positively through improvements in their productivity, attitude, and engagement (Men, 2012).  
It’s clear that in moments of uncertainty, employees turn to leaders for guidance and 
inspiration. Great leaders are visible, vulnerable, and communicate values of the organization 
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(Culme-Seymour, 2020). So how can a corporate executive win the hearts and minds of 
employees? How can an executive leverage modern technology and tools to communicate in a 
way that resonates with employees? What characteristics and qualities can an executive 
demonstrate through those channels to best lead employees through uncertainty? 
The purpose of this study is to further investigate how corporate executives, with the 
expert guidance of communications practitioners, can leverage modern communication channels 
to effectively engage and influence employees. As employees look to corporate leadership for 
stability amidst uncertain times, additional study on this topic can help apply established public 
relations tenets in the age of Web 2.0. This research informed the development of a best practices 
guide for communications and public relations practitioners who support corporate executives’ 
internal communications. 
What follows is a literature review of the role and influence of the corporate executive, 
transformational leadership, and the communication habits and expectations of executives and 
employees. Individually, each topic is an established area of study in the field of public relations. 
However, technology continues to change at a rapid pace, and technology has a tremendous 
influence on societal communication norms. Limited research and practical application exists for 
practitioners. When the three topics are examined together, the need for additional study is 
apparent.  
Literature Review 
The three areas of academic research highlighted in this review include the organizational 
role and influence of corporate executives, transformational leadership and communication, and 
consumption habits of executives and employees. Employee engagement has been studied for 
decades by researchers interested in communication, organizational management and leadership 
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practices. However research has not kept up with the rapidly changing landscape of technology 
and social media. There is a lack of contemporary literature that examines specifically how 
executives best engage employees – both from a communication channel and content perspective. 
Research about executive and employee communication preferences inform and inspire this 
research.  
Role and Influence of Corporate Executives 
Corporate executives are playing a larger, more-influential role in society today. 
Externally, they are “figureheads, decision-makers, disturbance handlers, and spokespersons” 
(Park & Berger, 2004). In the most-extreme cases, popular CEOs are seen as celebrities. Their 
influence sways markets, purchasing trends, and opinions (Lovelace et al., 2018). Within the walls 
of their organization, they have the capacity to influence the behavior and attitudes of the 
employees they lead (Men, 2012). Their leadership shoulders the burden of fulfilling employees’ 
desire to be part of a bigger movement (Moore, 2014). There is a well-established body of 
literature that provides deep understanding of the critical role that executives play on behalf of 
their organizations.  
Influence internally and externally 
 Public relations and management scholars have established the important influences that 
executives – particularly CEOs – hold for an organization. CEOs and senior executives personify 
their business and brand to stakeholders both inside and outside of the company. Externally, they 
act as the highest level of corporate spokesperson (Park & Berger, 2004). Their image, brand, 
personality, and charisma as reflected by the media have the power to influence corporate 
reputation (Cravens, Oliver, & Ramamoorti, 2003).  
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Edelman’s 2014 Trust Barometer coined the term “Chief Engagement Officer” to describe 
the critical role that senior corporate executives play in establishing relationships with various 
stakeholders (Edelman, 2014, para. 7). This is a role and responsibility that executives take on in 
addition to their business tasks in order to yield the most from employees. In making 
recommendations based on the survey results, Edelman urged CEOs to get out of their corner 
offices, communicate with and engage internal and external audiences, and build personal and 
meaningful relationships through dialogue. An executive’s belief in the power of PR and their 
willing participation as a spokesperson and ambassador also has implications within the company; 
an executive’s support of a communications program can influence the effectiveness of the 
company’s own PR and communication function. A CEO can support the PR function of the 
company by creating an appropriate organizational context and environment (Grunig, 1993).  
Leadership is critical to employee engagement 
Internally, executives play a critical role as leaders in engaging employees. Leaders direct 
followers to pursue collective goals, “but because of their persuasiveness and charisma, they also 
have the capacity to channel followers’ efforts toward less savory goals” (O’Reilly & Chatman, 
2020, p.8). Authentic leadership is “a pattern of leader behavior that draws upon and promotes 
both positive psychological capacities and a positive ethical climate, to foster greater self-
awareness, an internalized moral perspective, balanced processing information, and relational 
transparency on the part of leaders working with coworkers, fostering positive self-development” 
(Walumbwa et al., 2008, p. 94). 
As defined by Schaufeli, et al. (2002), employee engagement is a “positive, fulfilling work 
related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption” (p. 74). By 
influencing the company’s direction, maintaining relationships with key stakeholders, building 
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corporate reputation, establishing purpose, and communicating vision, a CEO sets the tone for a 
company’s culture (Fanelli & Misangyi, 2006). A CEO’s personality is the driving force behind 
the character and culture of an entire organization (Garbett, 1988). Their communication and 
symbolic leadership role has the ability to influence employee attitudes, trust in leadership and 
performance. Executives also set the example for the company’s communications philosophy by 
establishing management credibility with employees through two-way communication and using 
their personal connections to foster trust (Men, 2012). An executive’s own communication 
competence, quality, style, and channel can directly influence the attitude and behavior of an 
employee (Shaffer, 2000).  
Implications of bad leadership 
It’s important to recognize that not every boss is an authentic leader, and not every 
authentic leader is destined for the C-suite. Many leadership characteristics draw upon personality 
traits and emotional intelligence that may not be natural to every corporate boss, and the stakes are 
high. Three-quarters of all working adults say their direct supervisor as the most stressful aspect of 
their job (Hogan, Hogan & Kaiser, 2010). Dysfunctional leadership negatively impacts a 
subordinate’s health, engagement, job satisfaction and burnout (Skogstad, Einarsen, Torsheim, 
Schanke Aasland, & Hetland, 2007; Tepper, 2000). In 2018, more U.S. corporations spent more 
than $87.6 billion on training and development to hone employees’ skills (Pontefract, 2019). 
Infrequent communication, not being visible or available, or engaging in unclear or untimely 
dialogue – all symptoms of dysfunctional leadership – frustrate employees, which ultimately 
weakens employee engagement and job satisfaction and creates burnout (Leary, Green, Denson, 
Schoenfeld, Henley, & Langford, 2013). 
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Furthermore, it’s important to acknowledge that “bad or at least unworthy people” often 
fill leadership positions (Kellerman, 2004, p.40). Extraordinary leaders can lead employees to a 
negative outcome. Organizational management scholars have noted that many of the 
characteristics of strong leaders match the American Psychiatric Association classification for 
narcissistic personality disorder, like grandiose, entitled, self-confident, risk-seeking, manipulative 
and hostile behavior (O’Reilly & Chatman, 2020). Modern corporate leaders like the late Steve 
Jobs of Apple, Elizabeth Holmes of Theranos, and Adam Neuman of WeWork are cited as 
examples of transformational leaders with narcissistic tendencies. In the case of these three 
leaders, their leadership power motivated employees toward a negative goal, materializing in 
lawsuits, scandal, loss of market value and criminal charges (O’Reilly & Chatman, 2020). 
Changing communication preferences 
The internet has transformed workplaces into an “always on” environment. The COVID-19 
pandemic has proven that many corporate employees can leverage technology and digital 
collaboration platforms to conduct their work from any location without sacrificing productivity 
(Mercer, 2020). But before the typical employee was always accessible through digital channels, 
CEOs relied on conventional oral and written media to communicate externally, such as letters and 
phone calls (Grubbs, 1984). Internally, CEOs long have relied on face-to-face communication 
channels, like walking around the office, speeches and memos (Pincus et al., 1991). However, 
technology and communication tools are changing executive’s communication habits and 
preferences. In some corporate settings, researchers have found that the adoption of social media 
tools can dismantle communication barriers due to organizational hierarchies (Men, 2014). When 
employed effectively, these new channels can allow executives with effective leadership skills to 
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communicate directly with employees in a friendly, authentic and informal manner because the 
channels are interactive, personal, empowering (Men, 2014).  
Leadership & Communication 
Different types of leaders leverage different communication techniques to influence 
employee outcomes and therefore constitute a crucial component of internal communications 
systems (Gillis & IABC, 2011). Organizational management scholars have established that 
transformational leaders have unique, distinctive qualities as it relates to communications and 
employee engagement (e.g., Gillis & IABC, 2011; Hackman & Johnson, 2018; O’Reilly & 
Chatman, 2020). These characteristics inform and define their communication style and choices 
and can predict their effectiveness as leaders.  
Transformational leadership 
 Transformational leadership has been extensively studied by organizational management 
and public relations scholars and deemed particularly effective (e.g., Kang & Sung, 2019; Lemon, 
2019; Shen & Jiang, 2019; and van Knippenberg & Sitkin, 2013). Avolio (2011) defined it as a 
leadership style that motivates followers by appealing to higher order needs, such as belonging, 
esteem, and self-actualization, and convincing them to prioritize the sake of the group or 
organization over individual interests. A transformational leader uses interactive, caring, visionary, 
inspirational and empowering communication (Hackman & Johnson, 2018). Transformational 
leaders integrate “empathy, compassion, sensitivity, relationship building, and innovation” (Jin, 
2010, p. 174) into communication, which can, in turn, create an emotional attachment with 
followers. They also take genuine interest in the well-being of employees, foster trust, nurture 
confidence, and encourage individual development (Men, 2014). When leaders operate with an 
open mindset, they may invite employees to not only share feedback but actively participate in the 
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decision-making process (Hackman & Johnson, 2018). They are understanding of individual 
differences and value different opinions (Men, 2014). Ultimately, this means transformational 
leaders regularly engage in personal, two-way dialogues with followers (Men, 2014).  
Leadership style dictates communication style 
In 2010, De Vries, Bakker-Pieper, and Oostenveld studied the communication styles of 
leaders and concluded that transformational leaders (who are innately people-oriented) are more 
communicative than task-oriented, transactional leaders. Men (2014) found that transformational 
leaders are more likely to use information-rich channels to communicate with employees, like 
face-to-face meetings and telephone conversations. Face-to-face interactions (including one-on-
one meetings, group meetings, and phone conversations) facilitate listening, instant feedback, and 
two-way dialogue, and they promote symmetrical communication. 
Thomas, Richmond, and McCroskey (1994) defined two dimensions of communication 
style: assertiveness and responsiveness. Assertive communicators “are able to initiate, maintain, 
and terminate conversations according to their interpersonal goals” (p. 136). They speak up for 
themselves, whether that is to fulfill their own need or provide feedback. Assertive communicators 
are often described as dominant, forceful, aggressive, and competitive (Men, 2015). In contrast, 
responsive communicators are more sensitive to others, listen well, consider the feelings of others, 
and recognize others’ needs (Thomas et al., 1994). Responsive communicators are characterized 
as good listeners, responsive, empathetic, compassionate, understanding, friendly, warm, sincere, 
and interesting (Men, 2015).  
Communication style affects employees 
Since communication is such a crucial element of being an effective leader, 
transformational leaders are inherently strong and influential communicators. Management and 
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communication scholars alike have recognized the positive impact that employee engagement can 
have on organizational growth and performance over time (Robinson et al., 2004). A leader’s  
communication aptitude and competency, quality, style, and channel have the power to influence 
the attitude and behavior of employees (Shaffer, 2000). Transformational leaders communicate a 
desirable, inspirational, and attainable vision for a group or an organization, and as a result, 
followers feel a sense of meaning and purpose (Yukl, 2006). Extensive research on employee 
attitude and behavior demonstrates that transformational leaders affect trust in leaders, job 
satisfaction, satisfaction with leaders, leader-follower relationships, organizational commitment, 
loyalty, task performance, and employee perception of organizational reputation (Dirks & Ferrin, 
2002; Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Men & Stacks, 2013). Employees who work for transformational 
leaders are more likely to perceive organizational communication as symmetrical (Men, 2015). 
Employees feel “a balance of power, being cared for rather than controlled or manipulated” (Men, 
2014, p. 278). 
Men (2014) has found that employees tend to feel more satisfied with the organization 
when management uses more face-to-face channels to communicate with them. Face-to face 
communication allows for nonverbal communication and immediate feedback, and employees 
perceive face-to-face communication reflects a willingness of management to listen. Employees 
also tend to feel more satisfied with the organization when they perceive their management as 
interactive, visionary, creative, inspiring, and empowering transformational leaders.  
Additionally, Men’s (2015) research revealed that “responsive, compassionate, 
understanding, and sincere communication” (p. 465) by corporate leaders can nurture the 
employee-organization relationship. The study also found that “assertive, competitive, dominant, 
and forceful” (p. 465) communication may establish an executive as “a strong, confident, and 
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competent leader, therefore boosting the trust of employees toward their leader and the 
organization, their willingness to be controlled and possibly their commitment to and satisfaction 
with the organization.” Both responsive and assertive executive communication styles positively 
influenced the quality of employee-organization relationship. Responsive executives “are sensitive 
to the needs of employees, are willing to listen to what employees have to say, and recognize the 
voice and benefits of employees” (p. 468). Perceived executive communications quality strongly 
influences employee relational outcomes with the organization. Employees who work for 
executives who are better communicators tend to trust the company more, are more empowered, 
committed to, and satisfied with the organization.  
Jiang and Luo (2016) conducted an online survey of nearly 400 employees working across 
industries in the United States to better understand how authentic leadership, transparent 
organizational communication, and employee engagement influence employee trust. Their 
research revealed some of the first empirical evidence that managers “who practice with high 
moral standards, display concern about their subordinates’ interest, and actively make their values 
transparent” (p. 151) foster employee trust in the organization. The study demonstrates that 
authentic leadership can exert a strong, positive effect on transparent organization communication, 
and transparent organization communication significantly improves employee engagement (p. 
151). And executives’ transparency will be rewarded; an employee engagement company 
conducted an analysis of more than 40,000 survey responses and found that transparency of 
management at all levels had a correlation coefficient of 0.94 with employee happiness 
(Tinypulse, 2013).  
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Evolving Media & Technology Landscape  
The communication habits, behaviors, and expectations of executives and employees 
continues to rapidly evolve as technology influences societal communication norms. The advent of 
social media has flattened many communication hierarchies and provided employees with more 
access to senior executives than ever before. This changes the dynamics and expectations around 
communications roles. The literature reveals that the immediacy and transparency provided by a 
plethora of new communication channels have influenced how executives communicate and 
employees’ communication expectations.  
Employees are a company’s best advocate 
The rapid development of modern technology and society’s “always on” culture has 
transformed employees from clock-punchers to “one of the most strategic constituencies because 
they interact with external publics on a daily basis” (Kim & Rhee, 2011, p. 243). Employees 
directly contribute to organizational performance while on the clock, and they act as corporate 
ambassadors and brand advocates (both online and off-line) off the clock (Men, 2014). Ensuring 
employees have satisfactory relationships within the organization not only boosts productivity, but 
can also create a “critical and cost efficient workforce that cultivates quality external relationships 
and protects the organization’s invisible assets” (Men, 2014, p. 265). The opposite can also be 
true; employees can turn to social media as a “safe place” to share grievances, critiques and 
negative feelings about their employer (Smith, Stumberg, Guild, & Dugan, 2017, p. 986). While 
there is no guarantee that effective leadership will turn an employee into an ambassador, quality 
relationships between organizations and employees can help build and protect organizational 
reputation and image, even in a turbulent environment (Kim & Rhee, 2011). 
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Symmetrical and asymmetrical communication 
Research in public relations has suggested that symmetrical communication is the most-
effective communication strategy for internal employee relations (Grunig, Grunig, & Dozier, 
2002). Symmetrical organizational relationships are balanced – both parties adjust their behavior 
to each other (Grunig, 1993). Symmetrical communication in an organization can persuade 
employees to support a larger objective and is defined by behavior that leads with “trust, 
credibility, openness, relationships, reciprocity, network symmetry, horizontal communication, 
feedback, adequacy of information, employee-centered style, tolerance for disagreement, and 
negotiation” (Grunig, Grunig, & Dozier, 2002, p. 558). Conversely, asymmetrical relationships are 
imbalanced, and communication is used to “get members of a public to do what the organization 
wants them to do” (Grunig, 1993, p. 128). Researchers have documented positive employee 
outcomes associated with internal symmetrical communication, from job satisfaction to loyalty 
and improved employee-organization relationships (L. Grunig et al., 2002; Kim & Rhee, 2011).  
Media richness 
In their seminal study, Daft and Lengel (1984) proposed the media richness theory, which 
suggests that communication media fall upon a continuum based on four characteristics: 
immediacy of feedback or interactivity, the use of verbal and nonverbal cues, natural language, 
and personal focus. Communication effectiveness depends on matching communication 
requirements and media capacities. In application, face-to-face communication is the richest 
medium because it facilitates all four characteristics. Therefore, Daft and Lengel demonstrated it 
was the optimal medium for communicating complex information. On the opposite end of the 
spectrum, posters, annual reports, and other impersonal media are the least rich, with emails and 
phone calls falling somewhere in the middle of the continuum. 
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In the corporate organizational setting, scholars have demonstrated that rich media best 
facilitates symmetrical communication because it allows for instant feedback and two-way 
dialogue (Grunig, 1993). The dynamic nature of face-to-face communication that happens in team 
meetings or brainstorming sessions has been shown to enhance relationships between managers 
and employees better than lean media (White, Vanc, & Stafford, 2010). Additionally, these types 
of informal and personalized communications foster community and sense of purpose among 
employees. 
Researchers tested the media richness theory in a corporate context with job seekers and 
employee testimonials (Walker et al., 2009). Study participants were shown a company’s 
recruitment website which included either a picture of an employee with text testimonial or a 
video of an employee giving an audio testimonial. Participants found organizations more attractive 
and credible when employees delivered the testimonials orally via video rather than textually with 
an accompanying photo. The researches posited that the rich video medium allowed for 
communication of complex information as well as nonverbal cues such as facial expression and 
tone of voice provided more information to participants when evaluating organizations. 
Consequently, those messages “could have allowed participants to more closely identify with 
employees” (p. 1361). 
Channels 
Organizations continue to invest in and adopt new internal communication channels with 
enhanced functionality as technology evolves. Men (2014) notes that the Web 2.0 era 
fundamentally changed the landscape of corporate internal communication. Social media tools, 
like blogs, message boards and social networks, are social, communal and relational by design 
(Crescenzo, 2011). Companies are increasingly adopting new social tools to promote employee 
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engagement and two-way dialogue (Crescenzo, 2011). Many new media are enabled with rich 
features, like video, audio, live editing/commenting, chat, which facilitate relationship-building. 
These rich features encourage employee participation, facilitate conversation, and solicit feedback. 
Men (2014) argued that organizational leaders who effectively leverage new, rich media channels 
better facilitate symmetrical communication within the organization and drive employee 
satisfaction. 
Men (2014) conducted a quantitative survey of employees within the United States and 
found that companies most commonly use email, meetings, and print media (like newsletters and 
reports) to communicate with employees. Video conferencing was one of the least-used media. 
Employees reported that they most prefer to receive communication via email, in-person meetings, 
and conversations with their direct manager. Employees expressed their preference for face-to-
face interactions with leaders, followed by email and phone conversations. Ultimately, Men 
concluded that “transformational leaders most often use information-rich channels, such as face-
to-face communication and telephones, to communicate with employees” (p. 276). Furthermore, 
Tkalac Verčič & Špoljarić (2020) validated Men’s findings in a survey of Croatian employees. 
They found that rich media – specifically video chats, team building meetings, other in-person 
meetings, town halls, blogs, social networks, applications designed specifically for internal 
communication, and organized chats with top management – has a significant impact on internal 
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Chapter 2: Research Questions and Method 
The literature shows that executives’ roles and transformational leadership is a well-
researched area of study in organizational communication. Scholars have documented executives’ 
influence with both external and internal stakeholders, as well as how the role and expectations 
placed on executives continue to grow. Scholars have also shown interest in understanding 
communication practices and preferences – both from a leader and employee perspective. This 
research has historically helped to inform communications practitioners’ advisement of 
executive’s corporate communications.  
However, researchers have noted that these areas of study are rapidly evolving and could 
benefit from additional study. They have also identified gaps in the research. Specifically, Men 
(2014) notes there are research gaps to be filled around how organizational leadership is related to 
internal communications characteristics, as well as how organizational leadership influences 
internal symmetrical communication. There is also a gap in research exploring the media richness 
theory in internal communication settings, especially applied to modern technology and 
communication tools. Men (2014) recommends that additional research in these areas “helps fill 
the gap in research on internal communication and leadership and contributes to the growing 
literature on internal relationship management” (p. 266). 
The research points out that employees’ expectations of corporate leaders continue to rise. 
Employees’ adoption and literacy of new communication media are increasing, and more options 
are available for executives (and corporate communications practitioners) to leverage. To properly 
arm communications professionals with the insights needed to inform strategic communications 
plans for effective executive engagement, additional research and concrete implementation 
recommendations are needed.  
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• RQ1: What strategic communications approaches, channels and digital tools are 
communications practitioners utilizing for corporate leaders to effectively engage a 
modern, global workforce?  
• RQ2: What leadership characteristics and communications styles do communications 
practitioners encourage and support when counseling corporate leaders?  
Method 
As part of this study, eight semi-structured interviews with United States-based 
communications practitioners were conducted to explore their professional experiences, counsel to 
executives and best practices related to executive communication.  
Interview Design 
This study leveraged a qualitative semi-structured interview protocol that enabled the 
researcher to collect data that would answer the research questions and also allow exploration of 
ideas that emerged during the interview process. The semi-structured interview guide (See 
Appendix A) included a mix of open- and closed-ended questions, which were conversationally 
followed with probing questions about why or how. The semi-structured interview construct 
allowed the interview dialogue to “meander around the topics on the agenda,” rather than strictly 
adhering to a standard script (Adams, 2015 p. 493). Semi-structured interviewing “provides more 
accurate responses on sensitive issues by building rapport with participants” (Wimmer & 
Dominick, 2014, p.12).  
The semi-structured interview guide (Appendix A) focuses on two main lines of 
questioning: 
1. Leadership qualities that influence communication decisions 
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Using Knippernberg & Sitkin’s (2013) definition of transformational leadership, this line 
of questioning will probe the inherent leadership qualities that executives hold that may predict 
communication effectiveness. Example questions include “In your experience, what leadership 
traits do the most-effective executive communicators exhibit?” and “Can you walk me through 
any examples of how executives demonstrate empowering and inspiring employees through 
communication.” 
2. An executive’s use of communication tools 
Questions will explore the tools, expectations, and support in place to facilitate an 
executive’s internal communication. Example questions include, “What are the most-common 
communication vehicles executives use to engage employees?”, “How do you counsel executive 
clients on choosing communication vehicles depending on the nature of the message to be 
shared?”, and “How have you helped clients navigate the changing technology available to engage 
employees in the last year?” Given that the literature suggests that employees are embracing 
digital communication and situations like the COVID-19 pandemic have forced executives to 
adopt it, this line of questioning is intended to better understand how executives and 
communications practitioners are leveraging technology to connect with employees. 
Given that practitioners often counsel executives through sensitive topics, creating a 
rapport with subjects via interviews made it easier to navigate and discuss difficult subjects. Semi-
structured interviews also allowed practitioners to provide the detail and nuances considered when 
they handle the unique dynamics of working with executives. The interview protocol was 
pretested with senior communications executives at a finance company. One hour video 
conferences were scheduled with each participant, which is a recommended maximum length to 
minimize fatigue for the interviewer and participant (Adams, 2015). 
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Sample Population 
Professional subjects were recruited via LinkedIn, and a total of eight interviews were 
conducted. As the study involved exploring executive leadership, this was a purposive sample of 
communications practitioners with significant professional experience providing strategic counsel 
to executives in a variety of industries. The participants have professional experience at global and 
regional public relations agencies, an international beauty brand, a social media company, a 
fintech company, and a Fortune 5 retailer. Between them, the practitioners have more than 155 
years of professional experience. Interviews were conducted via Zoom video conference and 
varied in length from 40 minutes to two hours. All interviews were recorded and transcribed to 
facilitate analysis.  
Communications professionals are ideal interview subjects because the remit of the 
communications functions in global companies has been expanded and elevated in the past 
decade; communications “plays a critical role in advancing corporate reputation and helping the 
company to navigate business, economic, cultural, and societal trends,” according to Karen Kahn, 
Chief Communications Officer at HP (Lieberman, 2020, para. 2). As companies grapple with 
increasing consumer expectations and the risk associated, it is the role of communicators to 
provide executives with strategic counsel and guidance in addition to executing tactical 
communications plans. A communications professional’s recommendation can influence how an 
executive chooses to lead a global organization.  
Subjects who fit the criteria were recruited via a number of networking channels: the 
Charlotte PRSA chapter and LinkedIn. Members of the Charlotte PRSA chapter are primarily in-
house communications practitioners from a wide variety of industries, and they were invited to 
participate through chapter events and via email through the chapter’s listserv. LinkedIn was used 
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to recruit participants whose professional background fit the experience criteria. Additionally, 
snowball sampling was used to identify additional participants.  
Procedures 
Once the interviews were completed, the audio, video, and transcription files were saved to 
UNC’s secure cloud-based file storage. Participant names were changed to pseudonyms to protect 
participant’s identity. The software’s transcription accuracy was verified before analysis.  
Interview transcripts were reviewed using open coding. As prescribed by Charmaz (2006) 
for open coding, interview transcripts were read and analyzed individually at first, then analyzed 
as a group comparing themes across all interviews. Then, in vivo coding was used to identify the 
dominant concepts from the interviews while honoring the voices of participants and preserving 
the stories and ideas through the actual words of interview participants (Manning, 2017). Axial 
coding was then used to further organize the fractured codes into themes, identifying complexities 
and nuances. The themes that emerged from the interview transcripts were reviewed collectively 
to identify how the surfacing themes relate to the proposed research questions. Finally, the 
transcripts were reread to identify supporting or refuting information as it relates to the dominant 
concepts identified. From these findings, the following results and whitepaper were developed.  
Chapter 3: Results 
Overall, this study demonstrated that corporate executive’s communications with 
employees is influential, and the role of the communications practitioner in advising strategy and 
tactical choices is critical to an executives’ effectiveness. Practitioners shared that the traditional 
silos of internal and external audiences have broken down thanks to digital tools like social media, 
which only bolsters the importance of an executives’ role in communicating and embodying a 
brand’s values. Practitioners also provided a modern definition of authentic leadership through a 
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lens of digital communication, sharing the tactics they’ve tested while navigating the complicated 
social landscape including the COVID-19 pandemic and movement for social justice. The 
following results are organized under each research question. 
RQ1: What strategic communications approaches, channels and digital tools are 
communications practitioners utilizing for corporate leaders to effectively engage a modern, 
global workforce?  
To answer the first research question, practitioners were asked about their considerations 
when creating strategic executive communications plans regarding audience and channel. Two 
overarching themes emerged from the data. First, while corporate executives have a duty to inform 
and influence employees by nature of their position, external stakeholders are also target audiences 
for internal messages. Practitioners recognized that employees are also customers and brand 
ambassadors, and they craft internal messages with the expectation that it will affect external 
audiences. This means practitioners must consider the benefits and risks of internal 
communications plans for all audiences. Second, a corporate executive’s identity and behavior are 
a direct reflection of the company’s reputation, values and brand. This means practitioners 
should build strategic communications plans that consistently give 
corporate executives opportunities to embody and act out the company’s vision and mission in a 
way that is authentic to their personality and role.  
Everything is for everyone 
There was agreement among practitioners that corporate executives have the ability 
to influence audiences given their title and role within a company. Further, practitioners agreed 
that communications strategies for internal and external audiences are inextricably linked because 
of digital and social media. One practitioner stated “In this day and age, everything is for 
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everyone. There’s nothing you can really say internally to your staff without the expectation of 
that message getting out externally.”  
Consequently, corporate executives’ internal communications hold both greater influence 
and risk than ever before. One practitioner from a Fortune 5 retailer described crafting internal 
messages in a way that minimizes external risk:  
“It’s about creating friendly ground so that customers – if they ever hear an executive 
quoted in an article or sees a piece of content with one of our executives, they feel like 
‘This is a company that I feel good about buying from.’ And so, we sort of fill up that 
reputational coffer so that customers can feel good about buying products from the 
companies that those executives represent.  
  Pointing to social media, one practitioner highlighted the potential external risk of poor 
executive communication with employees:  
“This isn’t the 1980s or ‘90s where an employee issues a complaint, HR acknowledges it, 
life goes on, and it’s up to that employee to either just continue or file a lawsuit. Now, it’s 
immediate. My manager says something inappropriate to me, I can go to Twitter, make a 
post, and any reporter can pick it up, and it’s a huge story. That dynamic now makes things 
so much more complicated. It means organizations have to be really focused on living their 
values.”  
All practitioners described how employees’ expectations of their employer (and therefore 
consumers’ expectations of companies) are increasing; research has confirmed that employees not 
only expect that companies and leaders speak out on issues but actually lead change. Practitioners 
pointed to COVID-19, the political environment, and the moment for social justice as topics that 
employees expect companies to recognize their greater role.  
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  One practitioner described employees’ call for action:  
“Especially in this current environment, I just don’t think the status quo response will fly 
right now. I mean, that’s not new, but it’s been magnified this year – the disparities there 
are for communities of color, and healthcare, the economy, and the workplace. It's not 
enough to just say that and move away. Your employees, your customers, you clients are 
all demanding and expecting more. Digital and social media is a powerful tool for 
employee activism.” 
  One practitioner described this call as a corporate duty:  
 “Consumers and internal employees also expect them to do good with the kind of size that 
they have. When you’re that big of a company, I think you have a responsibility to honor, 
more so than if you’re not that big of a company, whether in size or stature or gravitas. 
There are companies that don’t have the responsibility that I would say a Facebook or an 
Apple or a Shell or Ben & Jerry’s has.” 
  Another described it as an opportunity for an executive to differentiate themselves:  
 “It’s always refreshing to work with [executives] who are willing to say something...have 
an opinion about something beyond their business because so many of the executives we 
work with want to be, you know, talking about devices and services and why they’re great. 
That only takes you so far. I think great leaders and communicators are able to bridge into 
bigger topics that impact the audience they’re trying to reach, and they’re able to share a 
point of view that is more than just what you would expect from a company. You have 
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Embodying the brand’s values 
Given an executive’s potential influence, practitioners described the importance 
of building strategic communications that directly support the company’s vision and mission. 
As one practitioner explained, it’s critical that executives are “singing from the same song book,” 
meaning that “there’s consistent language, that they understand and can articulate the company’s 
mission, the vision, and then their specific role within meeting that mission and living those values 
every day. There’s a hierarchy of narrative and storytelling that connects back to the 
company.” One practitioner discussed his sense of duty in advising executives and companies 
given the potential power:  
“Our job is to connect people when they can’t be together and helping people stay together, 
even if there are hard parts. There's a responsibility we have to encourage people and 
inspire people to know that it’s still possible, even if things literally look like the world is 
ending. If you can be additive to the conversation – if you can do something that 
progresses the conversation, then yes – by all means jump in. There’s something lovely 
about brands.”  
Practitioners also described crafting executives’ messages that are considerate of broad 
cultural dynamics affecting employees outside of their day-to-day responsibilities. “It’s our job to 
be thinking from the perspective of lots of different audiences and how something might be 
perceived positive or negatively,” said one practitioner. Multiple practitioners felt responsible for 
executive’s diction; practitioners recalled influencing an executive to omit specific words like 
“whitelist/blacklist” and “slavish” from their repertoire and coaching an executive about offhand 
jokes. One practitioner said some executives “in trying to connect and be more personal, they can 
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say some things that could be offensive to people, especially with everything that’s happened this 
year, and they have to make [being culturally aware] a priority.”  
As an example of a leader embodying the brand, one practitioner pointed to Joe Biden’s 
communication to staff about prioritizing family obligations. “This is very important to me,” 
Biden wrote. “In fact, I will go so far as to say that if I find out that you are working with me 
while missing important family responsibilities, it will disappoint me greatly.” According to the 
practitioner, this communication “strong signal about the type of values that he has and the work-
life balance that he’s committed to.”  
  Multiple practitioners noted that employees are more willing to give the benefit of the 
doubt to values-driven executives and companies. As one practitioner put it:  
“Do people think that you act with ethics? There are companies that screw up all the time, 
and there’s something to be said about having good intent or not having good intent. If you 
just have a brain fart of a moment...you can say that they’re, you know, dumb as a 
company, but ethically they actually care about what they’re trying to do – that's the 
general gist of what they expect out of an employer.” 
  One practitioner even explained that a stumble can be provide an executive an opportunity 
to strengthen employee relationships based on values. “Everyone won’t get it right all of the time,” 
he said, “but there’s something to be said about how a company can recover. That speaks volumes 
about its values.”  
In summary, communications practitioners make strategic decisions about executive 
messages and channels with the primary goal of reaching internal audiences but with the 
understanding that the communication may also influence external audiences. Corporate 
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executives are a representation of a company’s mission, values and brand, and communications 
practitioners make strategic decisions that best fit for an executive’s personality and role.  
RQ2: What leadership characteristics and communications styles do communications 
practitioners encourage and support when counseling corporate leaders?  
To answer the second research question, practitioners were asked about the leadership 
qualities of corporate executives they have consulted and how those qualities influence their 
communications decisions. Three overarching themes emerged from the data. First, authenticity 
emerged as the most critical value for successful executive communication, and the practitioners 
provided a modern definition of what an authentic corporate executive says and 
does. Second, practitioners discussed how COVID-19 and the shift to purely virtual 
communications has influenced their tactical recommendations when advising corporate 
executives on employee engagement. And third, practitioners shared that measuring employee 
sentiment of executive communication can be fickle and subjective, even though digital tools are 
providing more information and feedback than ever before.  
Authenticity – “show up and be real” 
There was agreement among practitioners that employees’ expectations of a corporate 
executive are shifting, and “2020 has redefined leadership capabilities.” The “command and 
control” presence of a leader still exists, but the social environment requires corporate executives 
to share a level of vulnerability to successfully connect and influence. The practitioners defined 
authenticity as a reliable display of transparency and empathy delivered by a corporate executive 
in their own words in a fashion that fits their style, their personality, and the “moment we’re living 
in.” One practitioner explained:  
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“Whether it’s to employees or external stakeholders, that level of authenticity has to be 
there, so ensuring however we’re counseling our client or leader, it’s authentic to their 
experience, and especially if it’s communication about the organization, it’s authentic to 
the experiences of their employees who live it every single day.” 
  Practitioners repeatedly mentioned "open dialogues” with employees as a critical element 
of authenticity, suggesting two-way conversations as opposed to top-down corporate messages. 
One practitioner elaborated:  
“Transparency doesn’t always mean you’re an open book, but it does mean that you’re 
able and willing to share information about the company and answer questions, let people 
know what’s going on. That’s the foundation of communications – it's that building trust 
with your audiences and having an open and honest and transparent dialogue.”  
In stark contrast to the corporate executive archetype, vulnerability also emerged as a key 
element to authentic connection. One practitioner shared how she coached a corporate executive to 
display “realness” while taping an unscripted video message:   
“You just need to show everyone that you’re human, and she was like, ‘Do they not think 
I'm human?’ and I'm like ‘No, you just need to show them your real personality. People 
just want to hear from you.’ Employees right now are looking for their leaders to show up 
and be real, and it’s actually less important to have the perfect words or perfect message; 
it’s a person’s tone that is really what’s going to come across. I said, ‘Just tell me in your 
own words why. Why is this important, and why does this matter? Why will it help our 
company? Just talk.’”  
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A corporate executive must also consider the cultural moment along with employees’ 
reality, which enables empathy. One practitioner pointed to a national fast-food chain as an 
example:  
“How do you handle the fact that your own associates are hungry and on food stamps? 
What’s the right tone to strike? We focus on employee benefits and welfare. There’s 
nothing better than continuously looking at and monitoring what employees are thinking, 
feeling, doing.”  
 One practitioner described the anthesis of authentic communication as “saying something 
that’s empty or performative.” Another practitioner gave the CEO of well-known regional 
hospital as an example of inauthentic communication. Days after pledging to ensure his frontline 
staff were protected against COVID-19, he received the vaccine before his staff had access. The 
employee base reacted negatively, and significant negative media coverage resulted. The hospital 
subsequently issued a statement from the CEO explaining that the intent was to build trust with 
people of color. 
The “art and science” of engaging authentically, virtually  
Each practitioner described how COVID-19 and the shift to digital interaction affected 
their personal experience as an employee and also as a strategic communication 
counselor. Practitioners mentioned a wide variety of virtual communications tactics, from email 
newsletters, internal Wikis, Jabber chats, and virtual town halls. Most highlighted the benefits – 
particularly the direct, immediacy of digital channels as well as the broad access that digital 
channels provide employees. 
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The practitioners agreed that strong leaders who understood the “art and science” of being 
a good communicator in person could use the same skills to communicate authentically through 
virtual channels. Once practitioner elaborated:  
“I think the characteristics of a good leader, from a personality perspective...if you are 
someone who is very engaging in-person and doesn’t mind public speaking – those are 
usually characteristics of a good leader. Someone who has made it to a CEO level or 
president of a division or something like that...there's usually a built-in personality where 
they don’t mind doing those kinds of things and that type of person can easily translate to 
an online experience. The biggest challenge is if that’s not your personality. I’ve worked 
for people who walk around the office all day [engaging], and other people just go right 
into their office and you don’t ever see them. I worked for eight different CEOs – they 
were all very different personalities, and the way they communicated was different. So, it 
wasn’t necessarily ‘this is the way we did it at [media company]; it was really a byproduct 
of this is who the leader is, I'm going to see what the priorities are, and this is what he’s 
most comfortable doing.” 
 One practitioner described how virtual channels bring equity across geographies:  
“With the shift to virtual people in other markets, because we’re all on video, it’s not like 
there’s five people in the room and then two poor folks who are on the phone. Because of 
that, it has democratized people’s ability to participate and be an active part of the 
conversation.” 
  Additionally, one practitioner pointed out increased equity between teams based in the 
United States versus those based internationally, as well as those employees with disabilities:  
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“An executive would typically visit India once a year to check the box. Now employees 
in India have the same opportunity to participate as those who are based in the States. In 
fact, our events are now all closed-captioned, streamed globally, and immediately available 
for replay. Some executives are doing virtual visits, so they’ll schedule a bunch of 
meetings in that time zone like office hours. I’ve heard some executive say they see huge 
benefits because it’s unprecedented employee access to information.” 
  Further, one practitioner elaborated on how that equity could affect access to corporate 
executives and career growth for employees:   
“We have more global leadership meetings where every employee is expected to have a 
role; we’re seeing our CEO much more regularly than we would otherwise. Prior to 
COVID, New York was headquarters so it was the center of power, and if you worked 
outside the headquarters it was difficult to kind of carve your path if you wanted to move 
into a more global leadership role within the organization. That’s kind of flattened now – 
everyone has the same amount of access.”  
  However, some practitioners pointed out the downsides of shifting to digital interaction. 
This included burnout, difficulty reaching employees who do not sit behind a computer to do their 
job via digital communication, and navigating difficult cultural and economic dynamics as a 
company or brand when employees themselves are struggling. For instance, one practitioner 
mentioned a national fast-food chain whose corporate mission includes giving to food banks. 
“How do you advise an executive to talk about tough issues like hunger,” she said, “when your 
own associates are hungry and on food stamps? What’s the right tone to strike when you consider 
your own workforce?” Another practitioner gave the example of a national lab company 
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partnering with Reverend Al Sharpton and local churches to build trust within the black 
community to engage with the health community to be tested and treated for COVID-19. 
The practitioners agreed that COVID-19 has brought increased employee demand for 
corporate executive communication because employees are “hungry for connection,” and the 
widespread adoption of digital channels has allowed practitioners to deliver. While it “used to be 
easy to hide behind a computer screen,” video conferencing technology is now replacing 
traditional, face-to-face office interaction. One practitioner described this by saying:  
“We’re getting in front of people more because of our reliance on video technology. It's 
allowed us to do more [face-to-face] stuff than we would have; we certainty weren’t 
traveling to [more than 100 offices] every year, but with video being so prevalent now, you 
can do a lot more.” 
  The digital communication environment has even solved for some historical pain points. A 
regional public relations practitioner who regularly executes press briefings via Zoom commented 
that:  
“It's an advantage because it can be incredibly difficult to schedule in-person events with 
CEOs and public figures due to calendars and geography. Our events use to be exclusive, 
invite-only. Now, we’re able to do a lot more of events, get more done, involve a wider 
group of people from all over the country, engaging in conversation to help drive a 
narrative around what I'm doing. [Virtual events] have been very useful.” 
Measuring impact: “It’s a moving goal post” 
One additional benefit of virtual events raised by multiple practitioners was the ability to 
gather almost instantaneous feedback. One practitioner reported:  
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“We found that some crazy statistic like 75% of our organization actually watches town 
halls, which I think is pretty incredible. That just tells us that people were really hungry for 
that communication and they find value from them.” 
Other practitioners mentioned sending employees surveys, conducting virtual focus groups 
using Zoom, Yammer chats, dedicated listening sessions using technology that provides face-to-
face interaction, and interactive instant data capture platforms as ways to measure the 
success of executive communication with employees.  
  However, most practitioners discussed the difficulty and fluidity of measuring a particular 
communication or executive’s impact on employees because “just looking at the data doesn’t 
always tell the whole story.” One practitioner lamented:  
“Favorability is completely based on the whim of the people and what they think about you 
versus any hard- line stat. That’s why it’s not easy to measure, and some of it is 
very subjective. Sometimes it’s a moving goalpost – everything is case by 
case which is frustrating. Sometimes when you don’t meet the expectations of people, you 
don’t rise to the occasion, they put you in a box. I think you see that 
with consumers and you see that with employees. There is zero algorithm.” 
  For instance, one practitioner explained that an executive’s email to employees might 
report an 80% open rate so you may consider that a success, but the practitioner has 
no understanding if employees understand or believe the message. “The human brain doesn’t 
always lend itself to be measured in that way,” she said.  
  To counteract the fluidity, practitioners recommended “taking the temperature of the 
conversation” by understanding what people are saying about the brand or executive 
online and what kind of stories the press wants to write. “You can tell a lot about how effective 
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your campaigns or messaging platforms are just by looking at what others say about you,” said 
one practitioner.  
  In summary, practitioners described authenticity as the key leadership characteristic that an 
executive must display in order to engage employees. Practitioners also shared the benefits and 
challenges of adopting purely digital communications tools due to COVID-19. Digital tools make 
it easier for practitioners to collect more real-time feedback to monitor the effectiveness of 
communications, but practitioners shared that measurement is highly subjective and ever 
changing.  
Discussion 
On the basis of executive leadership and employee communication literature, this study 
explored how experienced communications practitioners counsel corporate executives and 
leverage modern technology to communicate with employees. Overall, analysis of the in-depth 
interviews found that communications practitioners consider executives invaluable spokespeople 
who have the capability to influence employee engagement through their communication choices. 
Executive communication is most effective by those who embody the brand’s characteristics and 
values, exhibit authenticity and engage authentically – even through digital channels.  
  The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated corporate digital transformation and has led to 
an urgent need for frequent and quality communication between organizational management and 
employees (Connley, Hess, & Liu, 2020). In the face of organizational uncertainty, practitioners 
described how corporate executives had additional responsibility and opportunity to affect 
employees’ relationship with the company.  
The findings provide important practical implications for communications practitioners. 
They have also informed the resource “Winning Employee Hearts & Minds in 2021,” a 
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whitepaper including 10 best practices for communications practitioners who manage internal 
communications and provide corporate executives with counsel (Appendix B).  
Best Practices  
1. Internal and external messages are one in the same 
Given the widespread adoption of social media, practitioners should craft employee messages 
assuming they will leave the company’s digital walls. It’s easier than ever before to snap a photo 
or create a recording to be shared on anonymous message boards, social media platforms or with 
media. At the same time, practitioners responsible for public relations and external announcements 
should consider the employee impact of a message’s content and sequencing. Employees consume 
news and information about their employer just as customers do, so purposeful message 
sequencing and information flow is critical. Employees should not be the last to know company 
news, especially if it’s bad news.   
2. Keep a pulse on your employees’ attitudes 
Ensure an executive doesn’t appear out of touch by counseling them to address employee 
concerns directly. To do that well, a communicator needs to deeply understand nuanced employee 
sentiment. Define the best way to do that within your organization – formal and/or informal, 
quantitative and/or qualitative, surveys, focus groups, etc. Often times combining sources of 
feedback can give a more comprehensive view of employee sentiment. For example, employees 
may rate an event poorly in quantitative survey questions, but a communicator may need to look 
for common themes in the questions that were asked during the event or in any open-ended 
comments provided to understand why employees reacted poorly. Let employees’ attitudes guide 
your strategic communication counsel, most especially in navigating how an executive should 
address cultural events.  
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3. Embrace authenticity authentically 
Deliberately define authenticity in a way that is true to his or her personality and resonates 
with the company’s culture. For an extroverted leader, perhaps this means hosting video office 
hours open to all employees on a regular basis. For an introverted leader, perhaps this means 
writing a blog on the company’s intranet and engaging through comments. Let the executive’s 
version of authenticity drive choices regarding how that executive demonstrates reliability, 
transparency and empathy to employees.  
4. Modernize internal communication channels 
The rapid changes occurring in media and technology has transformed our society and daily 
lives. We're used to adopting new platforms in our personal lives, but often corporate 
communication channels significantly lag modern trends. A practitioner should consider which 
modern channels will best position an executive and a message for success. If budget or scale are 
constraints, consider leveraging unused features, free digital tools, or combinations of platforms 
to achieve a different result.  
5. Prioritize video 
Every day people watch more than a billion hours of video on YouTube (YouTube for Press), 
and COVID-19 has only accelerated the general population’s video literacy. Recognizing that 
employees are used to consuming video content and using it to communicate, it’s an 
important medium for a communicator to leverage for the most critical messages. It’s also the 
richest medium at an executive’s fingertips that can showcase their authenticity in the absence of 
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6. Create a thoughtful approach to social media 
Social media may not be a primary focus for every executive, but every practitioner 
should invest time creating a thoughtful approach to how an executive may want or need to engage 
via social media. At minimum, a practitioner should incorporate an executive statement via 
corporate social media into crisis preparedness. If an emergency were to occur, social media 
channels are often the most efficient way to reach large audiences, including employees (see best 
practice #1). At the other end of the spectrum, a practitioner can drive an executive’s social media 
strategy across channels, creating content and proactive engagement plans.  
7. Position the executive to listen well and often 
Create opportunities for an executive to hear employee voices directly – whether that be 
integrating a feedback session into already planned events or holding standalone listening  
sessions. Facilitating productive feedback conversations will help an executive build empathy and 
understanding and employees build trust and engagement. In the short term, these feedback 
conversations can help communicators make decisions about how to prioritize and address 
employee concerns. In the long term, feedback sessions help employees buy in to the executive’s 
vision and feel like they are part of a bigger team.  
8. Respond accordingly 
If an executive asks for feedback, they’ve got to be prepared to act. Work with the executive to 
create a plan sharing key feedback themes; this demonstrates they were listening and helps 
employees feel valued. This includes the good and the bad – it’s not a time to sugar coat or spin 
feedback into a positive, glossy picture. If appropriate, take accountability for mistakes or 
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9. Embody the brand’s values 
Part of an executive’s responsibility is to embody the brand’s values and lead by 
example. Communicators can help give executives the right words and the right platforms to 
support brand vision and values. Executives can also train employees on brand vision and values, 
lay out behavioral expectations and hold everyone accountable.  
10. Reevaluate and adjust regularly 
On a regular basis, communicators should step back, absorb employee and executive feedback, 
and adjust course if needed.  
These 10 best practices form the core of the whitepaper (Appendix B) intended to serve as an 
actionable guide for communications practitioners when building internal communications 
programs and advising corporate executives on communications decisions.  
Limitations and future studies 
This study has provided new insights regarding the strategic choices that communications 
practitioners make when counseling corporate executives. However, the study was limited to 10 
practitioners in the United States, so the results cannot be generalized. The sample did vary on key 
dimensions such as organizational size, industry and geography. Additional research should be 
conducted with communications practitioners with experience in other industries and in other 
countries to allow for generalization. The qualitative research findings could also be further 
validated in a survey with a large sample. 
Conclusion 
The disruptions related to COVID-19 have forced executives and communicators to 
change the way they communicate with all stakeholders, especially employees. What executives 
represent, influence and say is equally as important as how they act and connect with 
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employees. The findings of this study contribute to further understanding of a communications 
practitioner’s role in advising executives on handling these challenges. Specifically, this study 
found that corporate executives can influence employees most effectively through virtual channels 
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Appendix A: In-depth interview guide 
Today, I’d like to talk a little bit about your experience advising corporate executives engaging 
employees. Though we will be talking specifically about your experiences, I will not include your 
name or your company’s name in the final report. 
 
Rapport-building  
1. How long have you been at this organization? 
2. What is your role? 
3. Can you give me a general sense of the clients you serve? Industry, size, geography, etc. 
 
Leadership qualities that influence communication decisions 
4. What kind of leadership qualities do the best or most-effective corporate executive 
communicators exhibit? 
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
5. What communication strategies can an executive employ if they do not possess those qualities 
naturally?  
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
6. In your experience, what is the most frequent outcome when an executive does a poor job of 
communicating? 
7. In your experience, what is the most detrimental outcome when an executive does a poor job 
of communicating? 
8. What kind of communications advice or coaching do you most often give to an executive?  
Probe: Why is that? 
9. How has COVID-19 changed how executives engage and communicate with employees, and 
how has it changed how you counsel clients? 
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
 
An executive’s use of communication tools 
10. What are the general communication goals of the executives you advise?  
Probe: Do you help formulate those goals? 
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
11. What kinds of problems are your clients looking to solve through executive communication? 
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
12. What kinds of communication channels are most commonly used for an executive to reach a 
global employee base? 
Probe: Why do you think certain channels are better received by employees than 
other channels? 
Probe: What has been your experience using video conferencing technology?  
13. How do executives facilitate two-way dialogue with employees?  
Probe: How can an executive sustain two-way dialog over the long term?  
14. Are there any particular communication channels or tools that are most effective to facilitate 
two-way dialogue? 
Probe: Why do you think they are more effective than other channels? 
15. What are the risks that an executive faces when communicating to employees? 
Probe: Can you walk me through any examples? 
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16. How do you define and measure success within executive communication?  
17. Are there any measurement tools you’ve seen be particularly effective? Are there tools you’ve 
found to be particularly ineffective?  
 
In closing 
18. Thank you for your answers. Is there anything about your experience and/or clients that we 
haven’t discussed that I should know? 
19. If I have additional questions, may I contact you? 
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